SOFTWARE FOR ANALYSIS AND DESIGNING LOW-VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

GETTING STARTED
(BEGINNERS GUIDE)
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This guide demonstrates a practical method how to get started on your first low-voltage distribution network
project with the MeteorSpec-NETWORK software component.
In this publication we’ll consider a simple example of a low-voltage distribution installation. This is a simplistic
picture of how the MeteorSpec-NETWORK works but it's no different from the approach you should be taking
to your subsequent real projects.

Publication MTR_SP_2019002B August 2020.
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We hope that you have already checked and set the regional settings for the MeteorSpec-NETWORK software
component. Please note the temperature of conductors and parameters of voltage directly affect the results of
calculations. The main parameters which must be checked are listed in the installation guides.

1. To start work with an example
For first start we recommend you use the
MeteorSpec_LT_Example_1.dwg file. This step by
step example is adapted for the free version.
The low-voltage distribution model in this file is
made according to the Method A. (A model of lowvoltage distribution network is directly in the dwgfile of the low-voltage network project).
To get the example enter in the command line:
MTR-SPEC-GET-EXAMPLE. Also you can freely
download this file from the
https://meteorspec.com/resources/examples webpage.
Open the dwg-file and switch to the Model Space.
There are the plan of a small low-voltage
distribution network and the network model in the
file. Let's take a look the example #1.
If you call the “Isolate Program Layers” command,
you will see only all the elements of a distribution
network model.

For drawing a network model the following simple
rules shall be used:











The network model should be created in a
drawing with the scale: 1 unit = 1 meter;
All objects of the model should be located on
the layer "mtr-spec-nw-model";
A feeder should have a tree-shaped structure
beginning from a power supply source and
should not have closed contours;
A junction must have only one supply cable line
and any number of branches. The degree of
branching is not limited;
The distance between adjacent / neighboring
nodes must be not less than 1 m;
Each cable section must end with a block.
Blocks of consumers should be located at the
ends;
A network feeder should have only one power
supply source;

There are three 0.4kV feeders from the power substation to consumers in a residential area. Underground
cables are installed in cable ducts. Cable branch joints are located in underground manholes. Electricity meters
and main fuses are mounted in outdoor cabinets, which are installed on the property borders.
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The “brown” feeder supplies residential buildings on the left side.
The “green” feeder is the main power supply line the pumping station. This feeder has only one consumer.
The “orange” feeder supplies residential buildings on the right side. It is left incomplete so you can try to insert
blocks of consumers and junctions, draw the cable model lines and then attach data for the new objects you
created.

2. Assigning data
The “Object Data” command is a universal tool for viewing, setting and changing data of all objects of a
distribution network model.
Data of cable line
Call the “Object Data” command and select any cable span in the model. The main data of a cable are a cable
type and a cross-section. To learn all the components of this dialog window, press the “Help” button on the
window.

Press the “Set Construction” button to open the “Cable Constructions” window. Use the “Type” drop-down
list to change a cable type. Use the “Wires” drop-down list and the “CSA” drop-down list to change a cable
cross-section. The “CSA” button is an alternative way to quickly set a cable cross-section.
The length of each cable section is calculated as the length of a polyline in a drawing plus the amount of
additional length as input by the user. The “Additional length” field can be used to account for the lengths of
vertical spans of the elements simulated and/or to add miscellaneous length allowances for installation,
finishing the ends etc.
Cables in the database are structured according to cable constructions. The “Cable Construction” dialogwindow shows you all the cable types in your cable database.
Select the material of cable phase conductors and click on the image to set the cable construction.
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Try changing the data of any cable spans in the example file.
Data of low-voltage consumer
Call the “Object Data” command again and select any block of consumer in the model. The main data of a lowvoltage consumer is a power demand and power factor.

Also you can define the utilization and simultaneity factors to obtain actual maximum load currents in the
feeder lines. To learn about correction factors, press the “Help” button on the window. Refer to the
“Correction factors for calculating the actual power demand” topic of the Help system for details.
Try changing the data of any consumers in the example file.
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Data of junction
Call the “Object Data” command again and select any block of junction in the model. The block of a junction
simulates any node of a distribution network model where two or more cable sections are connected.

If the feeder structure is valid and all consumers have data, you can view the power sum and the incoming
current of a junction on the “Junction Data” panel. Press the “Advanced” button to view the power balance in
the node. Also you can determine the internal impedance of a model node if necessary.
Data of power supply source
Call the “Object Data” command again and select the block of a power supply source in the model. To learn all
the components of this dialog window, press the “Help” button on the window.

A block of a power supply source contains data about the medium-voltage supply network and data about the
transformer. Press the “Set” button on the “Supply Network Data” panel to set or change data of the mediumvoltage supply network.
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The “MV Supply Network Data” dialog-window shows you data of the medium-voltage supply network.

The main property is nominal voltage of a medium-voltage supply network. It directly defines the nominal
voltage of the primary winding of the transformer. Also the data for calculation of MV supply network shortcircuit impedance shall be determined in this widow.
Press the “Set” button on the “Transformer Data” panel to set or change data of the distribution transformer.

The main data of a transformer are transformer power [Sr kVA], winding scheme, SC-voltage [uk %] and total
loss in the windings [Pk kW]. The program shows the default values of losses. But if you simulate the real
transformer (the SC-voltage and the total loss in the windings are known), you must enter these values on the
“Losses” panel.
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3. Continue creating the a low-voltage distribution network model
Let's try to extend the “orange” feeder in the drawing. Call the “Isolate Program Layers” command to see only
the objects of the model.
Use the CAD’s “Copy” command and replicate any block of consumer or junction on the plan. You can copy any
object of a MeteorSpec-NETWORK model with data (or without data) applying usual commands of a CAD
platform (also you can use Copy-Paste).
Another way to extend the network feeder is to insert blocks of a network model using the program’s command
“Insert Block”. In this case, new blocks do not have any data, and you must to assign them. Use the “Object
Data” command and/or the “Copy Data” command to do this.
Then you must to simulate cable spans between model blocks. The easiest way to do it – use the “Draw Model
Line” command. The polylines will be drawn from block to block on the required layer using this command.
Select the start block, then you may specify any number of intermediate points and finally specify a point near
the end block. Joining with the end block will happen automatically.
Assign data to new cable sections. Use the “Object Data” command and/or the “Copy Data” command.
Please, check that structure of extended feeders is always tree-shaped.
Use the “Insert Cable Label” command to insert cable markers to indicate cable data on the plan.
Please, note polylines and blocks can be later edited and moved with CAD platform's standard tools
independent of the program run. Call the “Links Manager” to update cable markers if any model polyline has
been changed.
Good! If all feeder objects have data and structure of feeders is correct, we can start electrotechnical
calculations.

4. Electrotechnical calculations
The MeteorSpec-NETWORK allows you to do all complicated and time-consuming calculations “by two clicks” just select an object where you want to calculate, and then specify a point where to insert the result of
calculations.
We would remind you that the temperature of conductors and parameters of voltage directly affect the results
of calculations. Call the “MeteorSpec-NETWORK Options” command and set default values of them according
your regional standards.
The “Calculate” command is a universal tool for calculations at any node or in any cable section of the
network model.
To use this command, all objects of the calculated feeder must have the attached data and the feeder must have
correct tree-shaped structure.
Calculations at the node
If you call the “Calculate” command and then select any node (consumer or junction) of the feeder, the
“Calculations at the node” dialog window will be activated. By the user's choice this command allows to
perform the following calculations:



calculation of the maximum short-circuit current at the end terminals of the incoming cable section of
the selected node;
calculation of the voltage loss in the power supply line from a power supply source to the selected node;
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calculation of the minimum short-circuit current at the end terminals of the incoming cable section of
the selected node.

You can perform all possible calculations at once or choose any combination of them.

You can correct the values of conductor temperatures for each specific calculation. To learn all the components
of this dialog window, press the “Help” button on the window.
Calculation results in a form of a block are output into the drawing. Refer to the “MeteorSpec-NETWORK
Options” command to set the format of resulting blocks.

Use results of calculations to validate cross-sections of cables in the feeder line (voltage loss) and to choose a
protection device located at the neighboring upstream node (minimum SC current). Refer to the program Help
for more information about choosing protection devices in low-voltage distribution feeders.
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Calculations in the power line
If you call the “Calculate” command and then select any cable section of the feeder, the “Power Line
Calculations” dialog window will be activated. This command calculates the power flow and the load current
in the selected cable section.

Press the “Advanced” button to view the power balance in the section. Calculation results are output to the
window for preview, and are further, in a form of a block, output into the drawing.

Use results of this calculation to validate cross-sections of cables and to choose a protection device of the cable
section.

5. Procedures for selecting cable lines and protective devices
The economically founded choice of cables and protective devices for them is a multi-stage iterative procedure.
The design is based on the calculations of actual load currents, voltage losses and SC-currents. Besides, if the
feeder has multi-level mounted protective devices, it is necessary to ensure their selective operation.
To solve these problems the designer need to know electrotechnical parameters at all the nodes and in all the
lines of the designed network and he should be able to quickly recount them if some characteristic of loads or
equipment has been changed.
Electrical parameters of network feeders calculated by the MeteorSpec-NETWORK allow to choose the right
cable equipment and protection devices.
Let's take a look the very simple abstract example of the distribution network feeder.
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The outdoor distribution panel board DPB1 contains the 3-phase circuit breaker CB1 to protect the cable
section CS1. The task is to select the cable CS1 and the circuit breaker CB1 mounted in the outdoor distribution
panel board DPB1.

Selection of protective devices
To choose the circuit breaker CB1 for the cable
section CS1 the following calculations shall be
performed:
a) calculation of the maximum actual load current
Ib in the cable section CS1;
b) calculation of the maximum initial short-circuit
current Isc max at the end terminals of the circuit
breaker CB1 in the distribution panel board
DPB1 ( the fault point is F1 );
c) calculation of the peak short-circuit current ip at
the end terminals of the circuit breaker CB1 in
the distribution panel board DPB1 ( the fault
point is F1 );
d) calculation of the minimum initial short-circuit
current Isc min at the end terminals of the
incoming cable section of the he main board
MDB of the consumer ( the fault point is F2 ).

To find disconnection time of the circuit breaker or
fuse the time-current curve of this protective device
must be known. The value of disconnection time

must be determined for the minimum initial shortcircuit current Isc min calculated at the point F2.
When all the results of calculations are obtained,
you can select the circuit breaker CB1 using the
criteria given in the Table2.
Determination of cable cross-sections
To choose the cross-section area of the cable
section CS1 the following calculations shall be
performed:
e) calculation of the maximum actual load current
Ib in the cable section CS1;
f) calculation of the voltage loss in the power
supply line from the transformer TR to the
main board MDB of the consumer;
g) calculation of the continuous current-carrying
capacity Iz of the checked cable section using the
“Current carrying capacity calculator”
delivered with the MeteorSpec LT.
When all the results of calculations are obtained,
you can select the cable CS1 using the criteria given
in the Table1.
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Table1. Determination of cable cross-sections
Condition

1

The current-carrying capacity of the cable Iz at a given method of installation
must be greater than the maximum design load current Ib in the cable section.

2

The calculated percentage voltage loss ∆U at end consumers should be less than
the normable permissible value according to the regional standards.

3

For short-circuit thermal withstand of the cable, see Table2.

Formula

Ib < Iz
∆U < ∆Un

Table2. Selection of protective devices
Condition

1

The rated current of the circuit breaker In must be greater than the maximum
design load current Ib in the cable section and must be less than the currentcarrying capacity of the cable Iz at a given method of installation.

2

Short circuit current disconnection time of the circuit breaker td must be less
than the normable maximum disconnection time under the terms of protection
against indirect contact in the low-voltage installation.

3

Short circuit current disconnection time of the circuit breaker td must be small
so that the allowable temperature limit of the cable will not be exceeded. Refer
to the max. permissible short circuit current for SC1sec

4

The breaking capacity (rms) of a circuit breaker Ics should be greater than the
maximum short circuit current Iʺsc max which may occur at the end terminals of
the protective device.

5

The making capacity of a circuit breaker Icm should be greater than the maximum
peak short circuit current ip which may occur at the end terminals of the
protective device.

6

The circuit breaker characteristic should be selected in such a way that the
circuit breaker does not activate at inrush currents which may occur in the
feeder.

Formula

Ib < In< Iz cab
td < tdn
(for Iʺsc min)

Ics < Iʺsc max 1)

Icm < ip

2) 3)

1) See additional requirements to check the breaking capacity in the IEC 60947-2;
2) See additional requirements to check the making capacity in the IEC 60947-2;
3) To obtain the value of a peak SC-current ip use the detailed result block for calculations at the nodes.
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6. Computations of specifications
Call the “Cable Specification” command and just specify the start point of the table. This command is intended
to count all the objects in a current space.

Now you can leave behind and forget all the stresses inherent in the calculations of specifications. MeteorSpec
LT calculates all equipment specifications fast and accurate.
Changing the project is no longer a problem for designers now. Do the necessary changes in the network model,
and right away print the new specification tables.

7. Tutorials and brochures
The easiest way to start with the MeteorSpec LT is to learn dwg-examples on our website
https://meteorspec.com/resources/examples before you start to work.
You can find useful information papers on the https://meteorspec.com/resources/brochures web-page.
For reference, use the "MeteorSpec LT Help" command or press the "Help" button in the active dialog
window.
If you have any questions about the MeteorSpec LT, please, contact us. We are always ready to help you.

8. Summary
The purpose of this guide was to show you how the MeteorSpec LT can enhance performance of a low-voltage
distribution network designer.
With the MeteorSpec you can perform all the calculation to design safe and reliable distribution networks.
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You have to perform only a small preparatory work for the creation of a distribution network model, and then
you get all the benefits for fast data assignment and data changing, electrical calculations, obtaining
specifications, and so on.

9. Appendix 1. How to draw modeling polylines
There are two ways to draw modeling polylines:



Draw lightweight polylines on the model layer "mtr-spec-nw-model" using the PLINE command of the
CAD platform.
Use the "Draw Model Line" command;

Drawing modeling polylines by the PLINE command
Set the layer "mtr-spec-nw-model" current, call the PLINE command and draw a polyline from block to block
to simulate each cable span from block to block.
Pay you attention the PLINETYPE system variable must be set to 1 or 2 to create optimized (lightweight )
polylines. The MeteorSpec does not support old-format polylines (named as 2D-polylines).
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"Draw Model Line" command
You can quickly draw a polyline from block to block to simulate a cable span. Snap to starting and end blocks
will be done automatically. The drawing procedure is performed according to the following algorithm:
[selecting the starting block] –
[specifying any number of intermediate points] –
[specifying the last point near the base point of the block where the cable should end]
The example below iliustrates drawing of a model line from the outdoor cabinet [MCB123] to the main
distribution board of the consumer. The model line fragmet on the left was creted earlier.

1.

Call the "Draw Model Line" command and select the starting block as shown below:

2.

Specify the next point on to the cable route as shown below:

3.

Continue to specify vertex points along to the cable route:

4.

Continue to specify vertex points along to the cable route:
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5.
Specify the last point near the block where the cable should end. Snap to the end block will be done
automatically.

6.
A lightweight polyline will be created automatically on the layer "mtr-spec-nw-model" according to
specified vertex points.

Repeat this sequence of the steps above for each cable section that you need to simulate.
Note. The MeteorSpec supports only the model blocks (Transformer, Junction and Consumer) that are located
on the program layer "mtr-spec-nw-model".
We wish you productive work with the MeteorSpec LT!
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